School of Social Sciences & Humanities
SUGGESTED COURSE SEQUENCE
CERTIFICATE IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Fall

*RELI 2201 Introduction to Religious Studies
*RELI 2211--Old Testament/Hebrew Bible Literature
RELI 2301--Eastern Religions and Spirituality
RELI 2300--Introduction to Theological Studies

Spring

*RELI 2212--New Testament Literature
*RELI 2210--Survey of Christian History
RELI 2223--Introduction to Christian Worship
RELI 2221--Introduction to Pastoral Ministry

Summer

RELI 2222--Introduction to Preaching
RELI 2302—Islam
RELI 2310--Religion in the United States

*Courses in italics are required.

18 hours of classes: 4 required classes and 2 electives
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